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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Background
Cortland Alternative High School (CAHS) is a small alternative high school in Cortland, NY.

We serve 40 students from seven different school districts in Cortland County, a rural and
economically depressed county in upstate New York. All of our students are identified by their

home school guidance counselors as being "at-risk" of not graduating from their traditional high

school setting. Students are "at-risk" for any of a variety of reasons that may include a negative
self-concept, high absenteeism, weak basic skills, family problems, alcohol and/or other drug

abuse, etc. We are located on the State University College at Cortland campus in the Education
building. Our staff includes four Learning Coordinators (teachers with expanded roles), a

teaching Program Coordinator, and a Support Specialist. This project grew out of our school's
need for some kind of comprehensive representation of our program that we could quickly and
easily reproduce.
In the fall of 1994, we, the CAHS staff, were receiving increasing numbers of requests for

information about the program, and our typical response of customizing a presentation or
developing pertinent materials was getting overwhelming. Also, for the first time in years, we

needed to work with new local administrators and guidance counselors who were unfamiliar
with our program and our practices. After a few months of working according to our established

strategies, we came to the obvious conclusion that we needed a school handbook that would

replace presentations and materials for a variety of purposes.
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Statement of Purpose
The challenges inherent to this project included the diverse audience for our handbook. We

would be trying to represent our program to prospective students and their families, local high
school administrators and guidance counselors, and other students and professionals with interest

in our program as a successful alternative education program. Our purpose for the handbook
would vary with the audience. For students and their families, we would be trying to provide the

information that they required to make an informed decision about joining the program. Since

student choice is a guiding principle of our program, it is very important that the relevant
information is presented in an accessible fashion. We also needed to anticipate the kind of
information students may want to facilitate their decision.
For local school personnel, we were concerned with presenting the program in as

comprehensive and attractive a fashion as possible. These are our clients. Home schools, high
schools in Cortland County, purchase slots for students in our program through the Onondoga -

Cortland - Madison Board of Cooperative Educational Services. Though we had never had to

worry about districts participating in our program, many districts had recently changed
administrations, and there was a pervasive climate of concern around funding issues. Governor
Pataki was about to be elected. We needed to present our program's most effective qualities in
as professional a tone as possible. A tone that could alienate our typically rural and poor

families. A further complication was that school districts typically prefer aspects of the program
that students don't. E.g., guidance counselors like our bottom line policies about fighting and

alcohol/other drugs at school while students prefer our general philosophy of freedom and

privilege with responsibility.
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And finally, we wanted to present our program to other interested parties in as detailed a

manner as possible, emphasizing the rationale and development of the program in response to
students, staff, and the context of current research and administrations. This appeared to require
a more historical and research based description of our development as an alternative education

program for at-risk students. The students and other professionals who came to observe our
program, or requested presentations of our program, would obviously have to take a back seat to

the rest of our audience by providing their own research based perspective on the description we

could provide in our handbook.

We decided to apply our typical approach which was to open the discussion up to everyone's
input and see what ideas we could generate about what was important to include. With input

from students, staff, other schools' handbooks, and current research, we could best decide what

to include to best represent our school to our entire audience.
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

I have chosen to approach this review of literature from a few different directions that reflect
the diverse audience for which this handbook is intended. Current research describing successful
alternative programs for at-risk students delineates the effectual components and characteristics

of such programs. Johnson's (1991) work on student voice informs the collaborative approach to
much of this project. Other high schools' handbooks provide the conventions for the genre, and
the local handbooks reveal the interests of local administrators. And finally, Mercer's (1995)

description of her process in developing a handbook serves as a model for handbook
development.

Much of the recent research on alternative education programs that serve

at-risk student populations has focused on identifying the characteristic and most effective

components of these programs. From these studies, patterns have emerged that typify and

categorize these programs.
Raywid (1994) has developed a typology for alternative programs that organizes their

philosophies, practices, goals, and, management strategies into one of three categories. She
believes that any alternative program for at-risk students can be fundamentally identified by one

or, in some cases, a combination of more than one of these categories. More important than the

details of the categories to this handbook are the component characteristics that she uses to
categorize programs. These characteristics include the school's philosophical focus on changing
the environment or changing the student, the role of choice (student, parental, and staff),
non-traditional organizational and administrative structures, innovative curriculum and

teaching/leaming methods, behavior modification efforts, remedial work, a focus on the social
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and emotional growth of students, emphasis on the school as community, and expanded roles for

teachers (Raywid, 1994). Schools can successfully combine characteristics in unique ways that
suit the philosophical underpinnings of the school and the individual strengths of staff and

students.
Alternative programs vary according to their philosophical focus on change. The
fundamental differences are based on whether the emphasis lies on changing the student or the
student's environment (Raywid, 1994, p. 27). This emphasis will determine the structure and

programming in the school. I.e., a school who focuses on changing students' environment will
pour resources into developing innovative curriculum and teaching methods while another
school will devote much of their time to counseling or therapy with the students. Both of these

examples are characteristic of effective alternative programs (Gagne, 1996; Kershaw & Blank,
1993). Within the context of either of these philosophies, we find practices that characterize

successful alternative programs.
Gagne (1996) does an excellent job of summarizing the research findings on the
effectiveness of the characteristic practices that Raywid and others have identified.

There are a number of other characteristics that seem to be associated with
effective alternative schools. These include the small size of the schools and the
separateness of the physical location of the schools, as well as the distinctiveness

of the programs, staff, and students of the school. In addition, the privileged

nature of the relationship between teachers and students is another critical
component of successful alternative schools. Broader role definitions for teachers
as advisors, friends, mentors, and advocates are key to the success of alternative

schools, because these various roles enable teachers to interact with students at
5

multiple levels. Effective alternative schools are also characterized by a high

level of organizational flexibility as well as a minimum of formality. Successful
alternative schools seem to maintain social control by developing norms for

behavior rather than imposing rules and regulations that may be seen as arbitrary.
Choice at various levels is an important component contributing [to] the

success of alternative schools. (Gagne, 1996, p. 315)

Based on such summaries of the research, current descriptions of alternative programs focus on
sets of characteristics taken from such listings. Meixner (1994) describes ten important and
defining characteristics of one of her programs: student ownership, a family atmosphere,

non-traditional structure, counseling, flexible scheduling, a partnership with Central Michigan

University, a non-coersive discipline policy, a variety of teaching methods, credit assigned in
1/12 increments, and emphasis on "whole person" learning. Kershaw and Blank (1993) describe

a program in Nashville, TN and alternative programs in general, using this set of characteristics:
personalized teaching, a focus on building self-esteem, individualized curriculum employing a
variety of teaching methods, expanded roles for teachers, choice, size, supportive environment,

close student/faculty relationships, and experiential learning. And finally, Gagne (1996), goes
on from her analysis of effective alternative school research to describe Contact Alternative High

School in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. In her contagiously enthusiastic description of the school,

she organizes her discussion according to topics like these: the philosophy of the school, the

nature of personal connections at the school, student choices, teachers' roles, program priorities,
class size, policies, use of contracts, teaching/leaming strategies, schedules with built in
academic support, courses, community involvement, etc. As the qualitative research describing
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alternative programs continues to grow, the emerging patterns of structure and practice inform

and guide our dialogues about alternative education for at-risk student populations. The above
list is not comprehensive and lacks important characteristics, like clear expectations for conduct

(Kershaw & Blank, 1993), but it reveals many of the emphases and observed patterns. With a

careful description of a program based on characteristics identified from these patterns, a reader
can go on to evaluate the appropriateness and potential effectiveness of a program based on the
description and research findings regarding the effectiveness of Raywid's types and/or their
component characteristics.

A characteristic or topic that is mentioned frequently in the literature on alternative education

is student voice. Though many successful programs mention incorporating student choice and
opinions in their design, few describe how or why. James Johnson (1991) offers a rationale and

some suggestions for including student (and staff) voice in the development and decision making
processes of a school in his paper for the Oregon School Study Council, "Student Voice:
Motivating Students Through Empowerment." Basically, "people feel better and work harder
when they exercise some degree of control over a process" (Johnson, 1991, p. 9). So, listening

and responding to the input of students (and staff) and allowing them a degree of independence
and control (e.g., choice) increases motivation and the quality of work, it increases engagement
and ownership in the school, builds relationships and, not surprisingly, increases students'

concepts of self-worth. All of these are the characteristic concerns and goals of alternative
education, hence the emphasis on student choice and voice in this handbook. "If we hope to
awaken in our children the belief that they matter, that their feelings and insights have meaning
and relevance, then we must listen" (Johnson, 1991, p. 3).
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Though the concerns listed above appear more saliently in the literature surrounding

alternative education, most traditionally organized public school programs share these concerns.

And given that alternative education only exists in the context of having an established system to

support it, I've looked to traditional high school programs' handbooks to outline what the
general public looks for in a school handbook. From these handbooks came the general outline
of the CAHS handbook: the history of the school, the school philosophy, registration

procedures, policies and expectations (instead of rules and regulations), student groups and
activities, etc. These handbooks serve three primary purposes: informational - they include

much detailed information about all aspects of the school; cultural - much of the information is
designed to introduce the reader to the individual schools' culture (e.g., descriptions of school

emblems and lyrics to the alma mater and fight songs); and regulatory - large portions of the

traditional handbooks are devoted to conveying the rules, regulations, and procedures of the
schools (Cortland City School District, 1994-95; Homer School District, 1994-95; Carroll High
School, 1996-97). The CAHS handbook follows closely the structure of these examples. Some
important differences lie with the emphases in this handbook, determined by the amount of text

devoted to particular areas like personal growth, and reference to some of the topics or
characteristics of more concern to alternative education and/or CAHS.

I very deliberately tried to balance the traditional perspective offered by the traditional high

school handbooks with the alternative perspective offered by other alternative school

descriptions, handbooks, and the research on alternative education. The CAHS handbook is
intended for a diverse audience of potential students, parents, traditional high school counselors
and administrators, local school districts, and other educators, alternative or otherwise. It's been
important to understand what's expected in a handbook and to include the unexpected to the
8

extent that it clarifies and informs regarding our particular brand of alternative education. This
information allows everyone involved with the school to make better informed choices, leading
to the involvement and ownership that characterize effective alternative education.
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Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY

In 1994-95, CAHS staff developed a strategy for creating a handbook that would both
contribute to an exceptional product and reflect some of the strongest beliefs of our program.
The literature on student voice informed the development process of this handbook project.

Most aspects of this process were collaborative, reflecting CAHS's non-traditional organizational

structure and our commitment to encouraging student voice. Staff, working together, planned a

process that included months of meeting with students to hear their ideas and opinions and to get
student help in the pre-writing stage of this project. By the spring of 1995, we had the entire

school working at least one afternoon a week on the design and development of the handbook.

We began by first gathering and reviewing the handbooks of other high schools. Students
brought in examples from their home schools, and staff scouted the internet and other alternative

programs in the region for examples of "alternative" handbooks. As a school, we divided up into

small groups and organized presentations of various yearbooks: what they contained, what we
particularly liked, what we would change, and any ideas we had for our yearbook in response to

our analyses. Eventually, we met as a whole school again and generated a list that included
purposes for yearbooks, what goes into a yearbook, and what would make ours unique.
We then broke up into work groups, made up of 6-10 students and a staff member, to begin

to tackle the writing process. Each group would choose a topic from the list and brainstorm
ideas for that topic. Some groups got beyond brainstorming and on to writing initial drafts of
parts of their sections. Before we ventured very far into the drafting process, we ran out of
school year. The materials generated from these work groups became my domain a year later
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when staff still had not made the time to write the handbook. My job was to take these ideas and

text, organize them, and incorporate them into the writing of a completed handbook.
I took my time. In the summer of 1996,1 generated some initial drafts of some sections and
brought them to school in the fall for review and feedback from the rest of staff. This was a far

more informal arrangement than the previous planning sessions and only a few staff members,

Karen Clark, the Program Coordinator and Christine Becraft, a Learning Coordinator, reviewed
the drafts. Their feedback suggested that I needed to expand the information from our work

groups considerably. Whereas I had tried to remain true to the intent of the work groups, we
decided that more detail was generally necessary. I began to reconsider my vision of the
handbook in light of our intended audience, instead.
Once I began to consider how I wished to present the school, I began to generate focal points

for the handbook based on what I considered to be the highlights of the program, how the work
groups had intended to present the school, and aspects of the program that other staff members

indicated as important to them in discussion. The literature regarding current research in
effective alternative education supports the choices generated from this process and the process
itself, having included student and staff input throughout. After considering the input from all
arenas, I completed a general outline and began drafting.

Before completing the drafting process, the handbook went out for peer review. Suggestions
for revisions ranged from reorganizing material to typesetting, from suggestions about tone and

content to spelling corrections. Five colleagues agreed to contribute to this process: I asked
Tom Lilly, M.S., my Philosophical Studies in Education Professor at the University of Dayton,
to help me with some feedback because of his experience as a secondary principal. He gave
generally positive and enthusiastic feedback regarding content and he requested a completed
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copy. His proofreading was very helpful. Donna Barron, Ph.D. another Teacher's Education

Professor at the University of Dayton, agreed to offer her feedback from the perspective of

having been the principal of an alternative high school for boys with emotional disabilities. Dr.

Barron's suggestions centered around the reorganization of materials for an administrative
audience. She felt that a short essay, based on the research literature, would contribute a great

deal. Both Mr. Lilly and Dr. Barron offer an administrative perspective from outside of our
program. Joyce Back, a teacher in a junior high school in an affluent suburb of Toledo, OH,
offered her perspective on the handbook and our program as a special education teacher and

ex-editor/writer. Again, she gave enthusiastic feedback regarding content and suggested adding

some visual features to jazz it up. She and Dr. Barron both suggest professional printing.
Finally, I sent copies for final review to Christine Becraft and Karen Clark from CAHS. These
two colleagues offer a perspective that is both intimately familiar with the program and deeply

invested in the quality of the handbook, as it will be representing their work. Their feedback
was often very detailed, regarding subtle wording issues, and focused on tone. They would like

to see sections divided more, into easier to read segments.
All suggestions were useful. The major revisions I undertook based on this feedback were

to add some of the introductory material, to add some more flourish to the typesetting, and to
reorganize some of the material within sections. What I present here is a completed, working

version of our handbook. This will be one of at least a few revised versions to come.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS

The results of this project are presented as the Cortland Alternative High School’s Handbook:
The Phoenix Footnotes. (See Appendix A)
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary

In the course of the 1994-95 school year, we, the staff at CAHS, realized that we very much
wanted to develop a handbook that would serve to represent our school to prospective students

and their families, other school's administrators and guidance counselors (particularly new

personnel at the home schools we serve), and any others with a specific interest in our program
or a general interest in the alternative education of at-risk students. To this end, we designed a

process for designing and generating materials for the handbook. The initial stages of the
process included all of staff and our entire student body that year. This collaboration produced
ideas for the structure and content of the handbook.

From this point on, I, as the Learning Coordinator willing to do so, took possession of the

generated materials and began my own process of organizing, generating, and drafting material
for the handbook. In the course of the writing process, I received occasional feedback from

fellow staff members at CAHS and formalized peer reviews from five colleagues with varied
perspectives and expertise. After considering the feedback from these peer reviews, I completed

the working draft of the handbook presented here. (See Appendix A)

Conclusions

Designing text that is appropriate for this diverse an audience has proven challenging. I
believe that all needs are met with this version. The handbook presents aspects of the program
as they would concern a student entering the program. E.g., where is the school? Or, what do

the students think of the program? Fortunately, as these features are presented, I've had the
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opportunity to include descriptions of the characteristics that are emerging in the current

research literature as the effective features of successful alternative programs for at-risk students.
Because I've included the details of such features, intended for a professional audience, the text
sometimes appears dense for more casual readers like prospective students and their families. In

the end, our purpose extends to every audience: to clearly and thoroughly explain what we

believe to be the defining facets of our program.
An unexpected benefit of this process has been the opportunity to extend our efforts at

inviting and supporting student ownership at CAHS. As the literature emphasizes, one of the
most characteristically successful features of many alternative programs is the role of student
voice in the school. This voice is encouraged through informal relationships between students
and teachers and the resulting dialogues and through the real consideration of student input in

significant school decisions and processes. The students' roles in this process exemplify the kind
of input that lead to the student ownership and motivation stemming from having a voice
(Johnson, 1991).

Recommendations
Though this is a functional draft of the handbook, I would recommend revisions based on the

density of the text described above: e.g., divide sections into smaller parts to make them more
digestible. Also, based on some of the feedback from peer reviews, I would add an essay that
justifies our program and practices based on the current research. And, after at least one more

round of revisions, I would very much like to have the handbook professionally printed. Other,
more detail focused changes would be included in future revisions.
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To guide any other revisions, I will once again present the handbook to students and staff to

gather input and material. I believe that the handbook would better represent our program with

more evidence of student participation and examples of student work. In particular, student art

work and comic strips, instead of other graphics, would contribute a great deal to the
personalizing of the handbook. Student success stories/biographies would also improve the

handbook's representation of our program.
Continuing to offer the handbook for review will accomplish a number of goals. The
handbook will continue to be a forum for significant student involvement. It will better

represent the school in its continuing evolution, if we continue to revise. And finally, the
handbook will reflect some of our most important efforts: staff and student input into all aspects
of our school hopefully resulting in empowered individuals serving a community.
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INTRODUCTION
This handbook is a great example of how our school works. First of all, we named it after
our school symbol, the phoenix. We chose this mythological bird, who rises from the ashes of
devastating fire to begin a new cycle of life, because we are all about change and new
beginnings at Cortland Alternative High School (CAHS). Secondly, we've been in the process
of producing it for years. (You should be reading this for the first time in the 1997-98 school
year.) Part of what has taken so long is the process itself; we've included everyone it seems. We
started in the spring of the 1994-95 school year when we brought the entire school together
during Seminars time to look over other handbooks and brainstorm the purpose of a handbook:
what goes into one, how ours would be different, and what we would call ours. We then broke
up into six different work groups, with flexible configurations, who would take on a proposed
section of the proposed yearbook, brainstorm ideas for that section, and begin drafting pieces of
it. Every work group would include one staff member and 5-8 students. We kept up this weekly
process for a few months, until we ran out of school year.

Since then, I've carried these pieces around, occasionally taking time to develop more
complete sections from the pieces we've had. Other staff members have developed different
sections as the need arose. Finally, I've had the time to organize and combine what we've had
and generate some of what we've needed. This handbook, like our entire program is a work in
progress, and this is one of many drafts to come. We already have ideas for improvements, and
when students have a chance to offer input on revisions this fall, we'll have more.
When we discussed the purpose of a handbook, we came to a number of conclusions. We
figured we needed a handbook to communicate with other people about our school and to clarify
a few things for ourselves. So, the process has been invaluable to us in terms of making some of
our ideas more concrete. But our biggest concern is that the handbook serves prospective
students and their families, home school guidance counselors and administrators, and any other
interested parties as a clear source of information about our program. We hope it communicates
some of the enthusiasm and effort we put into our work here, too.

THE CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE
HIGH SCHOOL'S
MISSION STATEMENT

The Cortland Alternative High School is a
school of choice. We encourage ourselves and
each other to take responsibility for our lives and
to make healthy and informed decisions through a
critical thinking and problem solving process.

The ultimate goal of CAHS is to foster a safe
environment in which we continually grow, both
personally and academically, and leave here
having acquired valuable skills and tools for
lifelong learning and achievement.
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HISTORY
In September 1985, Cortland Alternative High School (CAHS) opened its doors to 35 high
school students from 5 school districts in Cortland County. The program was developed through
the collaborative efforts of secondary school administrators and the Board of Cooperative
Educational Services (Cortland-Madison BOCES). These teachers and administrators felt a need
for a program that would support and encourage "at-risk" students to address the academic,
emotional, and social issues that helped prevent them from being successful in a traditional high
school setting. Initially, our program was modeled on the Experience-Based Career Education
(EBCE) program. In the years since then, our program has evolved, guided by the changing
needs of our students, school districts, and the collaborative input of staff and, more recently,
students. Cortland-Madison BOCES has merged with Onondaga-Madison BOCES to create
Onondaga Cortland Madison (OCM) BOCES. Our curriculum first became more school-based
with an emphasis on skill building and self esteem and now has come full circle with our renewed
emphasis on community involvement through job shadowing and volunteer work. And our
curriculum is growing more interdisciplinary with a continued focus on the learning process that
allows us to emphasize critical thinking and problem-solving skills. We now serve 41 students
from eight school districts: Cortland, Homer, Marathon, McGraw, Deruyter, Cincinatus,
Fabius-Pompeii.

LOCATION
The State University College at Cortland has generously provided us with space in the
Education building on campus since 1985. This space has grown to meet our growing size and
curriculum. We now have three large classrooms, a kitchen, and a few offices to call our own.
Our unique setting here on campus provides for student success in a number of ways. First of
all, our physical distance from home schools allows for a psychological distance from the
problems, attitudes, stereotypes, and habits that some students come to associate with their home
schools. Students can choose to start over and create a different experience for themselves in this
different setting. The campus offers us a great variety of experience and options from which to
choose. We regularly use the campus library system, physical education facilities (gyms,
basketball courts, tennis courts, pools, etc ), computer labs complete with internet access, dining
halls, theater productions, and we participate in special events on campus. Beyond our access to
diverse and expanded educational opportunities, students have a chance to experience and
participate in the cultural and social environment of a college campus. This is a great opportunity
to evaluate and become comfortable with one possibility for the future.
In exchange for hosting us here on campus, CAHS provides sites, in our classes, for
educational field experience and student teaching positions. We typically serve 15 field placement
students and one student teacher per year. In this way, staff and students have an opportunity to
give back to SUC Cortland and contribute to the education of future teachers.
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OUR STAFF
We have six full-time staff members here at CAHS: a Math/Computer Learning Coordinator
(LC), a English LC, a Science/Art LC, a Social Studies LC, a Support Specialist, and a Program
Coordinator. Every LC is certified to teach in his or her subject area. Each LC also serves as a
guidance counselor of sorts to 8-10 students by helping them to decide on a course of study and
by meeting with each of these students weekly to check in, listen, and problem solve with them
around academic, emotional, and social issues. Another role included in the title is group
facilitator of our peer counseling groups that meet twice a week, our Family Groups. LC's also
teach Physical Education classes and help students organize special events and projects. Our
Support Specialist makes all of this possible by providing clerical support, keeping all of us
organized, knowing who is where at all times, coordinating services and supplies for students and
staff alike, and, not least of all, managing all communications from phoning absent students to
scheduling meetings to serving as a everyone's favorite listener. Finally, our Program Coordinator
does some of all of the above, from teaching and family group to support and guidance, while
managing the entire school and its administration. Our staff does this work with the support of
the Director of Alternative Education from OCM BOCES and the rest of the BOCES
administration.
As a group, we meet often to reflect, problem solve, make decisions, plan, and enjoy each
others' company. We practice shared decision making, and make all major decisions by
consensus. Though finding moments when we can all sit still together, at the same time can be an
issue, we do practice the communication and group membership skills that we work on with
students.

OUR STUDENTS
Our space and staff accommodates approximately 40 students, and all available slots are
typically filled at any given time. Each participating school district has purchased a limited
number of student positions at CAHS for each academic year, and there are frequently a waiting
lists at home schools for those positions. Many students must somehow qualify to earn their positions at CAHS.
Most students are chosen by their home schools based on the recommendations of students'
guidance counselors. And, though our 40 different students have different situations and reasons
for coming to the Alternative High School, there are some general patterns that characterize
"at-risk" students. First of all, each of our students is recognized as someone who is working
below his or her potential for achievement. In other words, he or she could be doing better in
school. In fact, each student has been "at-risk" for dropping out or otherwise failing in a
traditional setting, but the home school has identified him or her as someone who has a good
chance of being successful in an alternative setting. Selection for the Alternative High program is
a vote of confidence from the home school.
Every student comes here with the need and desire to make changes in his or her life.
Typically, a student arrives with one or more of the following issues: a negative self-concept,
weak basic skills, high absenteeism, family problems, social or peer issues, a lack of belief in the
importance of an education, disruptive behavior, depression, anger, alcohol and/or other drug
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abuse. All students work on one or more of these or other issues while they are here. And, every
student is asked to identify, in the course of the intake process, those issues that he or she will
choose to work to change if attending CAHS.
Our program focuses on making these changes through family group and informal individual
counseling because we find that ability is rarely an issue for our students. Our students bring a
wide assortment of talents and interests to CAHS. We have our leaders, our artists, our farmers,
our philosophers, our athletes, our activists, etc. In fact, one of the most important distinctions of
our program is that we are a small group of unique individuals that must work closely together. It
is the dynamic of this group, learning to accept and work with one another, that defines the
school. Our students recreate the school every year and make it uniquely their own.

PHILOSOPHY
"The Cortland Alternative High School is a school of choice. This means that
students and staff alike choose to be here, doing this work. This work is an
alternative to negative cycles, patterns, and perspectives we've been caught up in in
our lives both in and outside of school. We are a small school that has adapted to
fit the needs of all who come through our doors. We are all accepted and loved
for our individual qualities. We are all unique and so is our school."

-Philosophy Work Group
These words are the introduction to a list of the ten most important characteristics of our
school that was generated in an all school meeting in 95/96 (and then was adopted and revised by
the Philosophy Work Group in the process of writing this handbook). This list, considered in
combination with our Graduation Outcomes (see Appendix B), provides a great basis for
understanding the dualistic nature of our program. In simple terms, we are a high school, so
academic success is our first priority. In order to be successful however, students and staff work
together on the personal growth issues of individual students (and staff) so that habits of success
in all areas of life can be developed. A safe, warm, and supportive environment is essential to this
learning process.
Students identify issues in their lives and make a commitment to change when they enter the
program. That's why it is so important that each student clearly chooses CAHS from an array
of available options. The ownership and commitment that come from choice drive the hard
work that we all do to improve communication, take responsibility and power in our lives, build a
safe community, and create a respectful environment. We believe that by setting personal and
community goals that reflect our efforts toward personal success in a positive community, we all
develop the skills that empower us to make positive changes. Here are some of the most
important strategies and attitudes we use:

Change - Everyone is given the time, space, and help to make positive changes that carry on
throughout our lives. The only reason to attend CAHS is to make these changes, therefore we
must all be ready and willing to change and grow.
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Communication (with a sense of humor) - We believe that a lack of communication can lead to
problems, so we build our communication skills. We use communication to build trust and
comfortable relationships. A sense of humor helps build positive communication - we learn to
laugh with each other, not at each other.

Forgiveness - We believe in second chances and learning from mistakes. Students are encouraged
to start over when they walk through the door. Part of starting over is learning to forgive others
and let go of the past.

Givebacks - We give back to ourselves, each other, the school, SUC Cortland, and our
communities through words and action, because we want to build positive relationships and
communities, say "thank you," show that we care, and, finally, because givebacks are a chance to
share the best of ourselves.

Positive Attitude - We focus on the positive in people, school, and the world and work through
what's difficult or painful. When we're positive, we create positive situations at home, school, and
in our communities.

Privilege with Responsibility - We have a few clear policies (see policies) but not a lot of rules at
CAHS. Instead, we have expectations for respectful and responsible words and actions in a
setting of freedom and privilege. Students and staff work together to encourage the maturity that
freedom and privilege require.
Respect - We work to build self-respect, mutual respect, and respect for our environment.

Student Ownership - Students make the decisions governing their lives and participate in the
decision-making process of the school through town meetings, all school meetings, family group,
school council, and school committees.
Trust - We create a caring environment that allows for safe relationships. Family groups build
trust and require trust to work.
Understanding and Acceptance - We are a group of 45 or so unique individuals who work to
understand and accept one another. Through communication, especially in family groups and
individuals, students learn that no one is alone in what they feel or experience.

CAHS exists as an alternative to students' home schools. Every student here has been
recognized as someone who, though unlikely to graduate from a traditional school, could be
successful in an alternative setting with more individual support. As this definition suits ever
increasing numbers of students, we exist to serve important community needs here in Cortland
County, and we hope to contribute on a greater scale by sharing what we learn from our efforts
here. In the course of providing support for student success, we continue to adapt and evolve as
a school, always setting new goals and trying new strategies as we live our philosophy of change
and growth.
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THE INTAKE PROCESS
As explained above, home schools identify "at-risk" students who they believe have a good
chance of being successful in this kind of alternative setting. Most districts rely on their guidance
counselors' recommendations to select students. Even though they've been recommended,
sometimes students must remain on a waiting list for a period of time, until the district has a
position available at CAHS, before being selected as a candidate. And, it's not unusual for a
student to have to somehow prove his or her interest, by improving his or her grades or
attendance for a marking period, for example.
Once selected, a student comes to CAHS to visit for an entire school day. In the course of this
visit, students have an opportunity to see for themselves what goes on in a typical day at the
school. Many students have already heard a lot about the program from different sources, and
this is a chance to judge for themselves its strengths and weaknesses and how well it might meet
their needs.
Students meet with an available staff member soon after they arrive. This is a short 10-15
minute meeting during which the staff member will arrange the student's visit by getting to know
the student, outlining a schedule for the day, assigning a student host from the senior class, and
explaining how we ask the student to seriously evaluate our program and our expectations in the
course of the day.
The staff member will then take the visiting student to meet his or her host for the day and,
together, the students will participate in classes and Town Meeting, our daily all school gathering
for announcements and discussion, all morning. After lunch, the student will have a chance to
participate in a Family Group or to otherwise meet with CAHS students and staff who will
explain important aspects of the program and answer questions. Afterwards, we ask the visiting
student to write down his or her impressions of the school and how the student and school might
"fit."
This visit provides the basis for the rest of the decision making process. If the student still
wishes to attend CAHS, we will schedule an intake interview with the student, his or her parent(s)
or legal guardian, the program coordinator, another staff member, if available, and frequently, the
home school guidance counselor. This meeting typically lasts at least an hour. We take time in
the interview to talk about what has worked and what hasn't worked for the student in the past
and what personal growth might look like in the future. We also carefully outline the program
and our expectations, and everyone works together to determine if the student is ready to make a
serious commitment to his or her own change and growth and to CAHS, with the family's
support. If so, the process of completing the Intake Packet begins, when students and their
families fill out and sign forms stating that everyone understands and agrees to school policies,
expectations, and practices. (See Appendices.)
The entire selection process is serious and complex; we work hard to determine if the school
and the student will each work for the other. This determination is key to the success of each
individual student and, therefore, to the success of the program.
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POLICIES AND EXPECTATIONS

For the most part, our philosophy of privilege and freedom with responsibility guides our
system of policies and expectations. Our goal is to guide and support students in their efforts to
leam to make positive, responsible decisions for themselves and the school. Toward this end, we
work together, typically with student input, to develop policies, which have clear, outlined limits,
processes and consequences, and expectations, which are attitudes and behaviors that we expect
students to practice without generalized limits and guidelines. All students are expected to meet
the standards established in our policies and expectations. As always, we listen and communicate
our way through any issues that arise. In this way, we try to respond to each student as
individually as possible.
We typically work through a process that includes meetings between CAHS staff, students, a
parent or legal guardian, and often, home school guidance counselors when problems persist. In
the course of meetings with students and their families, we work together to develop logical
consequences that allow for chances or opportunities to learn responsibility, when the
consequences are not already established by a policy. Often when a student's issues persist for an
extended period of time (more than a cycle or two), the student will develop a contract with the
school. Contracts always include four parts: a description of the problem, a clear and specific
description of what needs to change, a detailed plan for what the student will do to make these
changes (including how CAHS staff or others might help), and the consequences for failing to
make these changes. When a student writes a contract, it's considered an important commitment
to themselves, change, and the school. The student, his or her family group leader, the CAHS
program coordinator, and his or her guidance counselor all sign the contract. The student is
responsible for gathering all of these signatures though the contract is considered in effect as soon
as the student signs. If a student doesn't grow more responsible in the course of this process, he
or she may ultimately be asked to leave the program, in which case, we would take time to reflect
and plan for the future with the student, et al.., in an exit meeting.
The limits established by these policies and expectations serve one of two fundamental
purposes: they establish and maintain a safe environment in which to do this work, and/or they
provide support to students' difficult and complex work here, both academic and personal.
Understanding these limits and expectations is part of a student's decision to attend CAHS. This
decision includes the choice to work with the policies and expectations of the program. We
believe that our philosophy guides our practices here. Hence, these policies and expectations
consider not only the personal growth of individual students, but the climate and growth of the
school as a whole.
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Policies
We have two policies that we call our "written in stone" policies. This is because we believe
them to be so fundamental to basic safety issues that we don't allow chances in these cases.
Alcohol and other drugs - Many of our students come to CAHS with existing substance abuse
issues, some just out of rehabilitation programs In order for this to be a safe place, away from
alcohol and other drugs, for all students, no students may bring alcohol or other drugs to CAHS,
use them here, or come to school under their influence. In any of these cases, a student will
immediately schedule an exit meeting and be asked to leave the program.
Fighting (and Weapons) - Many of our students come here with histories of physical fighting.
Again, in order for CAHS to be a safe place for all students, no physical fighting of any kind is
allowed, including any response to another student's aggression. And, the consequence for
fighting is immediately scheduling an exit meeting and being asked to leave the program. As for
weapons, we will take away anything resembling a weapon for the school day then return it to the
student or a parent later. We believe that it's important to resolve conflicts through
communication and emphasize conflict resolution skills in our program (see Personal Growth,
p. 14). In the twelve years of this program, only two students (in one fight) have chosen to fight
and lose the program instead of finding other ways to settle disputes.
The next two policies have become important concerns in the course of this program. Based
on our experience, we are convinced that both of these conditions are necessary to any student's
success here at CAHS.

Attendance - Students need to be here in order to make connections to people and the school and
to stay on top of their work here. If a student is going to be absent or late, he or she is
responsible for calling in to the school to let us know and for making up any missed'classwork or
homework (see Academic Responsibility). Students may be absent and/or tardy three times in one
cycle. If a tardy or an absence puts a student past this limit, letters go out to the student's family
and guidance counselor to. inform them, and the student discusses his or her attendance issues
with the family groupleader If attendance issues persist, then we schedule a meeting with the
student, a parent or legal guardian, the student's family group leader, our program coordinator,
and, often, a guidance counselor. As described above, we use these meetings to communicate
concerns, to listen, and to develop an attendance plan with consequences. Finally, if need be, we
will develop an attendance contract with the student that will describe, in clear and specific terms,
how the student's attendance must improve, a clear plan for improvement, and what happens if
attendance does not improve. The ultimate consequence is losing a position at CAHS.
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Living at Home - We believe that students are most successful when they live at home with the
support of their families. In our experience, the concerns of work and maintaining a home
become more immediate than high school. None of our students have successfully completed
school after choosing to leave home. So, we require students, in all but the most extenuating of
circumstances, to live at home. If a student leaves home, or starts regularly staying somewhere
other than home, he or she begins a probationary period that lasts until the next 5 week deadline.
By that deadline, the student must meet all attendance guidelines and must pass all classes. If the
student is successful for the probationary period, he or she may continue this arrangement for as
long as he or she meets the requirements of the probationary period. If not, then the student must
return home or leave the program.

Expectations

Academic Responsibility - Students are expected to pass classes. We are all here because we
believe that completing a high school education is important. To this end, we expect all students
to be working toward academic success while here at CAHS. Students are expected to
participate in classes, understand class material or ask questions, keep track of class materials and
assignments, to thoughtfully and carefully complete classwork, turn in assignments completed and
on time, study for tests, etc. If a student is absent from a class, it is his or her responsibility to
find out what they missed, get copies of class material, and complete all missed assignments by
the next day. Staff is always available to work with any student who is struggling with a class, but
it is the student's responsibility to request help, arrange a time to work with a staff member
outside of class, if necessary, and to put forth the necessary effort. In our experience, any student
who genuinely tries, and works hard, will not fail classes.
Acceptance and Tolerance - We are all unique individuals. In fact, many of our students come to
CAHS feeling as though they've never "fit in." We expect every student to accept and work with
every other student. We give everyone chances to change and grow and so, expect that we will
all extend that chance to anyone who enters the program. Students also sign Peer Harassment
Policy statements thatexplicitly identify our expectations for the tolerance of all races, genders,
sexual orientations, religions, opinions, etc. We treat one another with the mutual respect that
allows us all to grow strong and confident enough in our own beliefs to be able to accept different
lifestyles, beliefs, and opinions.
Appropriate Behavior - Instead of trying to describe appropriate behavior in detail, we expect
every student to consider what they do, say, wear, etc. in the context of our purpose as a high
school and our location here on the SUCC campus. Students are expected to work with each
other and staff to understand what is appropriate behavior and then choose to behave accordingly.

Givebacks - We give back to ourselves, each other, the school, SUC Cortland, and our
communities through words and actions because we want to build positive relationships and
communities, say "thank you," show that we care, and finally, because givebacks are a chance to
share the best of ourselves.
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Identifying Issues and Goals - Every student is expected to identify patterns that have a negative
impact in their lives and to be actively working toward the goal of changing those patterns and
replacing them with more positive, self-affirming habits. We are continuously engaged in the
process of setting goals because we are never done growing as people.
Participation - Students are expected to participate in all aspects of the program: classes
(including phys. ed., family group, individuals, community involvement, school trips, all school
events and activities, etc.) Students leam a lot both personally and academically from their
participation in these activities, and often the most challenging activity brings the most personal
reward for students. Being here and participating are how students become a part of the school,
which is the beginning of building alternatives and change. Not to mention, students get to be a
part of all of the different things we do help to create the fun and supportive environment we all
like to work in.
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CURRICULUM
Students at CAHS meet the same New York State requirements for graduation that all
students meet:
4 credits of English
4 credits of Social Studies
2 credits of Science
2 credits of Math
60 hours per year of Physical Education*
1 credit of Art (or Music**)
1/2 credit of Health
2 credits from sequences (one more elective course in each of two core
subject areas, e.g., Math III and English 13 or Social Studies 13
and Environmental Science)
3 more elective credits to total 18 1/2 credits.
* We count PE hours instead of credits toward graduation.
**CAHS does not offer Music credit through our regular classes.
As students successfully complete their coursework at CAHS, we recommend to home schools
that they grant students credit for classes. The support we receive from home schools in this
arrangement is critical to our functioning. When students complete their senior years, they
receive a state diploma from their home schools and a certificate of graduation from CAHS. Our
certificate represents the students' successful work toward meeting the expectations at CAHS and
must also be earned with effort and participation in all aspects of our program.
(See "Policies and Expectations ")
Students earn credits in classes, just like home school. They receive percentage grades in
every class but Phys. Ed., for which we have the same expectations for participation and effort as
any academic class. Students with an average of 80% - 85% earn a place on our Merit List every
cycle. Anyone with an average above 85% earns a place on the Honor Roll. We hear from
students that we cover similar materials and skills to traditional classes. In fact, after a few
weeks, it often comes as a surprise to students that our academic expectations require the kind of
work and focus that they do. Students report that doing this work in this setting often feels
"easier," and that seems to be the strongest first impression of classes. Eventually, what every
student understands is that we have high academic expectations for all of our students.
(Remember, few of our students lack ability.) What makes the work "easier" for many of our
students are some of the characteristic school and classroom structures in place here.
One important difference here at CAHS is that students earn 1/4 credits for their work here
This means that for every cycle, in every class, a student can earn 1/4 of the year's credit, and we
do not average cycle grades together at the end of the year to determine credit. We have four
cycles, or grading periods, a year. In order to earn a full credit, students must pass every cycle of
a class. In other words, it's possible to earn 3/4 of a credit in a class, if that is all a student has
passed. This system requires steady, continuous effort from the student to earn full credits, and,
in this way supports the development of persistence and organization. The other supportive
aspect of our 1/4 credit system is that students do not lose a full credit when cycles do not
average out to a passing grade. Students keep every quarter credit that they earn so long as they
combine into 1/2 credit increments, in most cases. I.e., 1/2 credits can count toward graduation
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on a transcript in most subject areas; 1/4 credits cannot. One important exception to this practice
is Math classes. Because Math classes are purely sequential, students do not earn 1/4 credits in
Math and do average cycle grades to calculate a full year credit.
Our belief in using communication extends to academics also, so students and their families
receive grade reports at the end of every five -week period, or every half cycle. The 10 week, or
cycle report is our official grade report with comments on academic and personal growth from the
student's family group leader. These reports also include attendance information, Phys. Ed. hours
earned, and academic year totals for credits earned. The five week report comes out at mid-cycle
to let the student and their families know how well the student is working toward end of cycle
goals. This report includes information on individual class attendance, homework completed,
test performance, and participation. Participation is an important component of every student's
grade. Every teacher calculates a participation grade for every student in every class and this
grade accounts for 10% of the student's cycle grade. Calculations are based on students being in
class, on time, prepared to work, and students' involvement in classwork and discussions. Every
student has a five week report sent home and family group leaders call the parent or legal
guardian of every student to touch base and discuss the student's progress. We encourage
families to call with any questions or concerns they might have at other times. Communication
goes a long way toward supporting students' efforts and clarifying any confusion over classes,
credits, or other concerns.
Another unique characteristic of our program is that students may graduate from high school
in three years by taking advantage of some flexible and creative scheduling options. Students
often come to CAHS with fewer credits than their peers in traditional schools and need to make
up credits in order to get back on track toward graduation. Our schedule is designed to allow
students to double up on classes in certain areas of study. For example, a student may come in as
a junior having failed English 10, so he or she will be able to take both English 10 and English 11
in the same year in order to be in a better position to graduate the following year. Also, starting
the academic year that they first attend CAHS, students are able to complete classes by making
up quarter credits that they failed earlier that year, instead of needing to complete the entire
course again. Finally, in rare instances students can arrange with staff members to earn credits in
classes through independent study classes. To qualify for this option, students must pass all
classes in the previous cycle to show the ability to take on the added academic work and arrange
the work through careful planning and contracting with their family group leader and the
appropriate staff member. So, by making up classes, sometimes in summer school at home
schools too, and doubling up on classes, students can accelerate their studies and graduate sooner
than may be possible at a home school.
To assist students in their efforts to meet these academic expectations and demands, we have
built a number of supportive practices and structures into our program. First of all, we are a
smaller school with smaller classes. Students tell us that they feel that this allows for more
individualized attention and classwork - they can get their questions answered easily. This does
allow staff to be more available in and out of class for questions or other support, and we work
with students to establish their responsibility for taking advantage of this availability. Our class
size, we try not to exceed 15 students in a class, also makes it very difficult for a student to
disappear in a class, so active participation in class is standard practice for our students.
We also have built time into our schedule when students have time outside of class to
complete classwork and homework and to get extra help either from other students or available
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staff. Many students have plan times scheduled when, instead of being in an available class, they
meet in the main room and work independently on classwork of their choice or work together on
class material or projects. We encourage students to help one another with class material
whenever possible, since both students benefit from such arrangements. The expectation is
always that students complete their own work, however. A staff member is always available at
this time.
Another opportunity for this kind of collaboration is our twice weekly all school workshop
time. These 45 minute periods on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons are times when all staff
members are available for questions and help for at least part of the period. This is also a time in
school when students can work together on group projects, meet in committees, plan special
events, etc. Different classrooms are devoted to different activities, and there is always a space
provided for working silently and individually on classwork for those who need extra time and
support in any classes. Again, it is always up to the student to take advantage of these
opportunities for support.
Finally, most other efforts of academic support take place within our curriculum. We offer
classes necessary for graduation along with electives in every subject area to create many
possibilities for flexible scheduling. Our schedule typically includes the following courses.

English
English
English
English

9/Seminar I
10
11
12

Seminar I*
Seminar II*
Seminar III*

Global Studies I
Global Studies II
American History
Govemment/Econ

Earth Science
Biology
Environmental Sci.
Computer

Writing Workshop
Health
Occupational Ed.

Art
Photography
Research Topics in Science

Math I
Math II
Math III

*Our seminar classes are designed to support the development of life skills appropriate to each
student's position in the program at the time. Seminar I is a class for first year students with three
years of school ahead of them. We focus on the development of academic skills, reading
comprehension, critical thinking skills, and the behaviors and beliefs that support the philosophy
of the school. Seminar II is designed for second year students who will be graduating the
following year. We focus on job finding skills, college applications, planning for the future, and
other transition to life after high school skills. A major component of Seminar II is job
shadowing. Students go out into the Cortland community to observe and participate in various
work settings arranged by the students and school. This community involvement aspect of our
program is one of the most important and successful opportunities we have to offer. Students get
hands on experience in real settings that helps them to make more informed and realistic decisions
for themselves and their futures. (We can never thank enough those businesses and individuals
who support our students in these opportunities.) Seminar III builds on this experience by
sending our seniors out into the community as part of their community give-back requirement.
Here students go out to not-for-profit sites and volunteer their time and energy. When in class,
seniors continue to plan and learn skills for their lives after graduation as they also plan and
organize their senior year as a working, decision-making team.
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As for the rest of our classes, we typically vary our methods and materials to meet the
demands of individual learning styles. Because different students' strengths lie in different areas,
we try to maintain variety and flexibility in a structured atmosphere so everyone can work hard
and experience success. Our efforts include a strong emphasis on technology. We have many
tools and resources available (desktop computers, internet access, etc.) and encourage their use in
our classes and activities. Our curriculum, in general, focuses on the skills and practices necessary
to successful learning, problem solving skills, and critical thinking skills. We feel that with such
skills, students are empowered to make choices about their learning throughout life. This
emphasis also allows us to continue to move in a more interdisciplinary direction with our
curriculum. In the past, we've rescheduled to devote time to individualized interdisciplinary
projects, and we've integrated English 11 and Environmental Science. Other opportunities for
learning at CAHS include participation in a SUC Cortland and OCM BOCES collaborative
Environmental Studies course offered for the first time in the summer of 1997. The course is a
wonderful opportunity for alternative education high school students to earn college credit in an
introductory college course at little or no cost to the student's family. SUC Cortland has also
supported our students' academic efforts in the past by allowing students who excel at CAHS to
participate in college courses in areas of intense student interest.
With the support and resources of the SUC Cortland and Cortland community, including home
schools and BOCES, we are able to offer students a broad variety of academic possibilities in the
context of a supportive and flexible program. But again, success is determined by individual
students. Every year at graduation we hear some students tell the stories about how they learned
to take responsibility for their work. It is only by meeting those expectations for academic
responsibility that students get the full benefit of the often fun and exciting possibilities at CAHS.
(See Policies and Expectations, p.6.)
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PERSONAL GROWTH
Personal growth is making changes. These changes may happen very slowly,
or they may happen very fast. We all try to grow and change so we can be "better
people." A lot of times, personal growth happens when we communicate or when
we help others. Some examples of personal growth are learning how to control
your temper and talking through your problems.
We need personal growth so we can be better people and get along better with
people. We also need personal growth to change the things that haven't been
working out in our lives. We also have to make life easier for ourselves by being
less frustrated and less stressed. That is why personal growth is so important. We
won't just need personal growth in school, but we also need to use what we learn
and keep growing for the rest of our lives

-Personal Growth Work Group
We are about making changes and growing in positive directions. Every student who enters
our program commits to working on changes during his or her intake interview. We figure that
no one would need our program if everything were already working well in students' lives . So,
the second major focus of our program, after academic work, is personal growth. Many times,
student issues with school, family, friends, etc. interfere with an academic focus. By devoting
time and structure to working on old patterns, issues, difficult feelings, communication, etc., we
believe that students may better develop a vision for the future and academics will become more
important. And, not least of all, we believe that the interpersonal and intrapersonal skills that
students can practice here will help our students to choose and create happier and healthier lives.
Probably the most effective and structured personal growth aspects of our program are our
Family Groups. Students earn 1/2 credit per year for successfully meeting the requirements for
participation in Family Group. These groups consist of 6-10 students and one staff member. We
meet in these groups twice a week for 45 minutes and, as peer counseling and support groups,
focus on personal, social and family issues such as sex, alcohol and other drugs, divorce,
decision-making, values, setting goals and self-reflection. In such a forum, students and staff
learn to develop communication skills, build supportive relationships, handle conflict, and
cultivate trust. Family groups are completely confidential though staff shares information with
other staff members when the information is considered important to student safety or when the
information helps staff to better understand and manage issues at school. As family groups, we
plan activities together, have our annual family group days, and help make decisions for the
school as a whole. Also, each student member of the family group meets individually with their
family group leader every week for approximately 1/2 hour of informal individual
listening/counseling time. In the course of these "individuals," we can focus on each student's
issues, goals, communication, etc. more closely. These informal counseling components of our
program are fundamental to our success, and all students learn to participate and contribute on
some level.
We work to build more positive interpersonal skills through our conflict resolution processes
as well. We encourage one another to work through conflict with clear, open, and respectful
communication. When two or more people have difficulty working through conflict on their own
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however, we turn to 3-ways. A 3-way is a more structured forum for communication around
conflict that involves sitting down with the involved students and at least one staff member, who
facilitates discussion, until some resolution is agreed upon by everyone present. Each student gets
the opportunity to communicate their experience of the situation while the other(s) listens. Then
discussion leading to resolution begins. The expectation here is that everyone will work to
process conflict with a focus on both the communication of feelings around the issues and a
resolution that, at the least, allows everyone to work together comfortably and respectfully.
Many other aspects of our program serve to support student growth in more subtle, less
structured ways. For example, expectations like give-backs and mutual respect help to create an
environment where it's assumed that students have something valuable to offer to other people
and that every student deserves respect for who they are right now. The goal of this aspect of
CAHS is for every student to develop a vision for his or her own future, to believe in his or her
own ability to achieve the goals that come from that vision, and to learn and practice the
interpersonal and intrapersonal skills that will allow him or her to successfully pursue those goals.
We know that progress is often slow and has its ups and downs, that's why everyone gets
chances, and why we're here to help.
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DECISIONMAKING

Students have or have had input into almost every decision made at CAHS. We encourage
students to take ownership of the school's atmosphere, processes, and policies by sharing their
ideas and opinions in the course of all school meetings, family group meetings focused on school
issues, town meetings, or as members of school council. Typically, a school issue, like student
behavior at the bus stop, will be put on the board at Town Meeting by a student dr staff member.
Town Meeting is our daily, mid-morning gathering of the entire school for announcements,
scheduling, planning, or birthday songs. In this forum, we'll try to develop a resolution with a
short discussion open to everyone's input. If this eventually proves ineffective, then we may
discuss the issue again, in more depth, in family groups. Here we'll take more time to discuss
issues and concerns in depth and we'll generate ideas and opinions for more involved responses
Either of these discussions is often enough to come to some resolution.
If an issue persists, we bring it to the floor of an all school meeting or School Council. Our all
school meetings happen a few times a year when students or staff feel that an issue or a series of
issues involving the entire school has remained unresolved for too long. In that case, a decision
needs to be made or a plan needs to be developed with everyone's input into the process. In the
course of an afternoon, we meet and discuss the issue(s) as an entire school and develop a
response as a group. Or, we bring the issue to School Council to get a policy recommendation
from them. School Council is made up of one or two representatives from every family group
and at least one staff member Each representative leads discussions in family group around an
issue. He or she is then responsible for communicating the family group's ideas and opinions to
School Council and, through School Council, to the rest of staff. School Council then
recommends a policy or course of action to staff. Through these processes, we strive to
communicate, problem solve, resolve conflict, and come to decisions that consider all
perspectives. Student participation in this process builds interpersonal and group participation
skills and helps some students build self-esteem.
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EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Extracurricular activities at CAHS are student driven. All but a very few special events and
activities are carried out by committees made up of students who schedule meetings, plan and
organize events, and generate new ideas every year. Staff advisors support students in following
through on their ideas and plans. We have our unique traditions here at CAHS, and we recreate
some more traditional activities with our own alternative style.
Raquette Lake and New York City Trips - Though we often take smaller field trips, these are our
traditional all-school adventures. We alternate between these trips every year. Once every two
years we take an entire day, from 6 AM until midnight, to take a bus to Manhattan, get dropped
off at Central Park, then make our way down to South Street Sea Port where we get picked up
again to come home. Everyone comes and we have a great time as an entire school.
Every other year, we begin the year by taking the everyone on a 3 day field trip to SUC
Cortland's camp in the Adirondacks at Raquette Lake. We all hop on a bus together the
Wednesday after Labor Day, attend orientation sessions, settle in, and start to get to know each
other. We spend Thursday attending workshops, canoeing, swimming, and sharing meals. On
Friday, we have breakfast, say good-bye to the wonderfully supportive people and facilities at
Raquette Lake, and ride the bus back to Cortland together having just spent some fun-filled
quality time getting the school year off to a great start. This is always wonderful bonding time for
the school.

Morning Basketball - Every year we have a small group of students from the previous year who
quickly organize their favorite tradition, weekly before-school basketball games. These games are
primarily an opportunity to come together one or two times a week to play informally outside of
phys. ed., but we've had teams develop and organize games with other alternative schools in the
region. This tradition only continues with the support of staff members who get up early to pick
up players from all over Cortland County Everyone's enthusiasm keeps this going.'
Prom Committee - These folks organize our annual all-school prom, often referred to as the
"morp" in order to emphasize its less formal, more inclusive tone. This committee usually starts
meeting in the fall to organize a great evening of dinner, music, and dancing for late spring.
Traditionally, Tinelli's Hathaway House has housed this auspicious occasion. This event is
typically attended by a great mix of couples, singles, and group dates dressed in clothes ranging
from the most comfortable to the most fancy.

Yearbook Committee - These folks also start early and get really busy toward the end of the year.
We produce our own yearbooks according to our own design. And, we don't mind bragging,
they're great. With the time, applied skills and cooperative efforts of committee members and
other contributors, we take pictures, design original pages, and publish a yearbook every
May/June. We're able to share these at very low cost due to the volunteer support we get every
year with copying and binding the books.
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Fundraisers - The senior class and prom committees organize events throughout the year to help
fund everyone's participation in the Senior Trip and the CAHS Prom. The events have included
bake sales, flower sales, car washes, etc. All such events only happen with student planning and
participation.

Givebacks - On occasion, students organize and/or participate in give back events to the school
and college. Such events include cleaning up inside or around the school, keeping the birds fed
around the school, hosting appreciation events, and presenting to classes here on campus. We're
always looking for new ways to show our appreciation and have a positive impact.

IS

STUDENTS WRITE ABOUT CAHS

Remember

Remember the very first time that you walked through that door, the door that made one of
the biggest and best changes in your life? This was like a portal that allowed for our pasts to
soon be forgotten, and our futures to be our own. Remember how scared we all were on that
very first day? We weren't sure if we would be accepted, but it wasn't long before the feeling of
being part of a family set in. The feeling of being accepted for what we were and not being
condemned for actions of the past was, at first, hard to accept. Do you remember that feeling?
Well, now is the time for a few of the family members to walk out and away from the very
door that gave them the feeling of importance and meaning, but never forgetting the love and
companionship that they found within. They will leave the school with a good-bye, but not the
friendship and loyalty that will forever be remembered. They will remember the warmth and
happiness that was shared by all, they will remember the willingness to forgive that was
displayed to them throughout the years. Most of all they will remember the family that they
have to leave behind, the family which made it possible for them to be a graduate of today. Now
is the time to welcome the new student, the student that also needs an atmosphere of warmth and
kindness, to help them do what we all know they can...

Senior Class 1989-90
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First Day
The feeling of sweat running down your face,
It's the feeling of fear.
The feeling of not fitting in,
What will they do?
What will I do?
There's something telling me
Telling me to turn back.
But I don't listen.
I keep going.
Everybody ignores me
Like I don't exist.
I start to sweat more.
Then I see someone I know.
Trying to get through, I get shoved.
Who is it?
Is it someone I know?
Do I dare to turn and see?
Then I hear my name.
Then the fear goes away.
The sweat goes away.
- The feeling of belonging comes into place.
Steve O'Dell
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Graduation Day

We count the days as they pass
Knowing soon we will come to our last.
Soon we will all know
That it is our time and we must go.
We have learned so much here.
We have learned to control our fear.
We have learned a new way to live.
We have learned we have much to give.
We have learned from the days of old
To take charge and be bold.
We have learned to depend on each other
And treat others as our sisters and brothers.
We have learned to get involved
To deal with our problems and get them resolved.
We have learned that people do care.
And, if given the chance, they are willing to share.
But this is our day
And nobody can take that away.
This is our day in the sun.
It is time for us to become one.
We know as the day comes near
There will be laughter and tears.
As we leave, we go out winning
Knowing this is a new beginning.
And knowing we are a guiding light
Showing them that their futures are bright,
And that they're well on their way to
Graduation Day.
Monty Heller, Class of '93
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Magical Findings

Somewhere through the years our footsteps led us this way.
To a place full of sunshine and happier brighter days.
So timid we were as we walked through the door.
The smiles we received will last us forever more.
We learned to forget, we learned to go on, but we all realized
that we held the magical wand.
We learned to make changes at this magical place.
To love and understand the human race.
Now the time has come to take our wands and fly, and to the
memory of CAHS we finally say good-bye.
Thanks to the teachers who showed us the way
and stood by our sides day after day.
We'll never forget your smiling faces, but thanks to you
we'll move on to brighter places.
The saddest part is saying good-bye, but thank you all for
teaching us to fly.
Carrie Hobart, Class of'91
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APPENDIX A

CAHS STUDENT SURVEY

I, What has helped to motivate you at CAHS?

Connections with the people here

Mutual respect between teachers and students

Wanting to make changes and graduate

More one-on-one attention

More time to do homework

Wanting to stay in the program

Smaller classes

You want to work for people who care

The school's attitude toward teaching

Freedom

Less restrictive environment

Personalized attention/individual attention

Honest criticism of work

Caring

Focus on changes makes it clear what you need

n. How does our program help you keep outside problems from affectinn your
success at school?
Talking things over (safe environment)

Family Group

A lot of trust with students and teachers

Individuals

3-ways

Support to deal with what you need to

You can't bring in drugs and things.

'Cause our school is ours -- we make this school.

Support and family surroundings
School involves your outside life instead of isolating it.

We need to do certain stuff in this school or we will get asked to leave.

You get to talk about it so you can keep it off your mind the rest of the time.
Being able to talk and teachers understand where you're coming from
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Ill, What happens in our classrooms that helps turn disruptive situations around?

The teacher's sense of humor

An all around respect between peers and staff

The teacher's give a little slack.

"Take Five" (5 minute self-managed time outs)

Humor

You are known as a person, not just a name.

People want to be in class.

We talk about disruptions and help people change

Your (the teachers') looks

Classes are smaller and more fun.

Have meetings and talk about problems

Students tell other students to knock it off.

Teachers say something.

The teachers come in and talk to the people.

Good teacher control.

The students and teachers

Smaller classes

One-on-one attention
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APPENDIX B

CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE
HIGH SCHOOL
LEARNER OUTCOMES

Community Contributors can give back to the community by being active members who create
possibilities and make positive contributions to improve the quality of life for all members of
diverse communities.

Cooperative Workers can make commitments to the success of a group by possessing the ability
to listen to others, work through differences and persist to consensus and solutions.
Critical Thinkers can question, accept, process and evaluate multiple perspectives when
considering issues, forming opinions and problem-solving.

Effective Communicators are able to convey information, exchange ideas, feelings and beliefs
and advocate for themselves and/or others.
Global Citizens are able to appreciate the importance of diversity while recognizing cultural and
environmental interdependence, thereby creating a foundation for responsible living.
Life-Long Learners will possess knowledge of resources and acquire the skills and motivation
necessary for continued, self-directed learning.

Proud Producers are able to recognize and create quality products while accepting individual
responsibility for results.
Self-Directed Achievers can set priorities, establish achievable goals, develop and implement
plans, evaluate results, adapt and evolve.
Technological Explorers are able to create a base of knowledge to be comfortable experimenting
with all forms of technology.
Whole-Self Awareness enables a person to assess and respond appropriately to mental, physical,
and emotional health in order to have the confidence to confront fears, take risks and explore new
options.
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APPENDIX C

CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
1995-1996 CLASSROOM SCHEDULE

Tuesday

Monday
Class 1

8:20
9:io

9:15

Class 7
8:25-10:00

Health
Art
Bus Mngt
Soc St 10
Computer
Town

Soc St 12

Class 2

Wrtg Wrkshp

Wednesday
Class 1

Health
Bus Mngt
Soc St 10

Thursday

Class 7
Soc St 12
Computer
Art
Wrtg Wrkshp
Photography

Town

Town

Class 2

Class 2

Friday

Class 1
Health
Bus Mngt
Soc St 10

Town

Class 2

9:30
10:15

Photography
Biology
Soc St 9
English 12 10:05-10:10
Town

Class 3
10:20
11:00

11:05
11:45

Biology
Soc St 9
English 12

Class 3

Class 3

Class 3

Biology
Soc St 9
English 12

Earth Sci
Soc St 11
Env Sci

Seminar I
English 9

Earth Sci
Soc St 11
Env Sci

Earth Sci
Soc St 11
Env Sci

Earth Sci
Soc St 11
Env Sci

Class 4

Seminar II

Class 4

Class 4

Class 4

English 11
Math I
Math II

English 11
Math I
Math II

English 11 Seminar III
Math I
Soc St 13
Math II

11:45

LUNCH

Class 5
L2 :20
1:10

Class 6
10:15-11:45

Biology
Soc St 9
English 12

Topics
English 10
Math III

All School
Workshop
Family
Group
Location

LUNCH

English 11
Math I
Math II

LUNCH

Class 5

All School
Workshop

Topics
English 10
Math III

Family
Group
Location

Class 5

Topics
English 10
Math III

Class 6
1:15
2: oo

Family
Group

Physical
Education

Family
Group
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Sem I/Eng 9
Seminar II
Seminar III
Soc St 13

Physical
Education

APPENDIX D

SCHEDULE NOT AVAILABLE
FOR 96/97
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL

PHILOSOPHY
The CAHS is a school of choice. This means that

everyone involved/ both students and staff, chooses

to be here. We see this place as an alternative to
negative cycles or patterns that we've gotten

caught up in in our lives and in our home schools.

Coming here is an opportunity to make positive
changes. We are a small school that has adapted

to fit the needs of all who walk through our doors.

We are all accepted and loved for our individual

qualities. We are all unique and so is our school.
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
APPLICATION
he Cortland Alternative High School offers an opportunity for you to change the direction of your
fe. It does this by providing a safe and supportive environment that allows you to look to

□urself for answers, to be vulnerable and take risks and to change existing patterns of behavior.

i choosing to come to this school, you are acknowledging that you are ready to accept

;sponsibility for your behavior and for the impact that behavior has on your life.

J SHORT:

ou can't change others, but you are certainly capable of changing yourself. It is the desire to do

st that that will ultimately allow you to be successful here and in the rest of your life as well.

nave read this statement and I understand/agree with it. I am choosing to come to CAHS because

im ready to make changes and to take advantage of what the program has to offer.

gnature: ___________________________

Date: ________________
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;Application - Page 2)

A/hat do you know about this alternative education program?

/Vhy are you interested in participating in this program?

A/hat, specifically, is happening at your home school that is causing you to be unsuccessful there?

A/hat are you doing that's contributing to this situation?

How does this situation impact on the rest of your life (home, job, friends, etc.)?

low would you like things to be different here at the Cortland Alternative High School?

Vhat do you have to do here to make that happen (what are your issues)?
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
LEARNER OUTCOMES
3OUD PRODUCERS Are able to recognize and create quality products while accepting
dividual responsibility for results.

31TICAL THINKERS Can question, accept, process and evaluate multiple perspectives when
nsidering issues, forming opinions and problem-solving.

TECTIVE COMMUNICATORS Are able to convey information, exchange ideas, feelings and
liefs and advocate for self and/or others.

HOLE-SELF AWARENESS Are able to assess and respond appropriately to social, physical
d emotional health in order to have the confidence to confront fears, take risks and explore new
tions.

=E-LONG LEARNERS Will possess knowledge of resources and acquire the skills and
>tivation necessary for continued, self-directed learning.

■LF-DIRECTED ACHIEVERS Can set priorities, establish achievable goals, develop and
plement plans, evaluate results, adapt and evolve.

IMMUNITY CONTRIBUTORS Can give back to the community by being active members who
sate possibilities and make positive contributions to improve the quality of life for all embers of
erse communities.

.OBAL CITIZENS Are able to appreciate the importance of diversity while recognizing cultural
d environmental interdependence, thereby creating a foundation for responsible living.

CHNOLOGICAL EXPLORERS Are able to create a base of knowledge to be comfortable
oerimenting with all forms of technology.

lOPERATIVE WORKERS Can make commitments to the success of a group by possessing
ability to listen to others, work through differences and persist to consensus and solution.
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
ACADEMICS
s an OCM BOCES sponsored program, the Cortland Alternative High School cannot award
:ademic credit. We have an agreement with all of our “home-school” districts that they will award
I credits we recommend. Students graduating from our program, therefore, receive their diplomas
om their home schools.

re follow all of the standard state guidelines regarding credits needed to graduate (18 1/2 plus a
issing grade for physical education for every year in high school), the categorization of those
edits (# of credits in each subject area plus sequences) and the schedule for passing Regents
ompetency Tests. We do not teach to a Regents curriculum, but any student entering our program
ith Regents credits is encouraged, if possible, to pursue a Regents diploma through the addition of
intent-specific independent work.
ur curriculum focuses on process skills as well as content. Classes range in size from 3 to 18
udents and revolve around active participation, cooperative group work, “hands-on" activities and
tegrated subject materials with a strong emphasis on critical thinking and problem-solving.

major difference between this school and our participating home schools in that, with the
.ception of math, we are on a 1/4 credit system and do not average out yearly course grades. A
jdent passing 2 of 4 cycles in English 10, for example, would earn 1/2 credit and e responsible for
aking up the remaining half credit.

:ademics is a strong focus of our program. Students come to this program to make changes and
aduate from high school. It is our expectation that all students earn between 5 and 7 1/2 credits
sr year toward graduation.

have read the above and understand/agree with it.

Student Signature

Date
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
1996-1997 CLASSROOM SCHEDULE

Monday

Class 1
8:20

9:io

9:15

Tuesday
Class 7
8:20-10:00

Health
Bus Mngt
Art
Soc St 10
Computer
Town Mtg

Class 2

Soc St 12
Wrtg Wrkshp

Wednesday
Class 1

Health
Bus Mngt
Soc St 10

Town Meeting

Class 2

Thursday
Class 7
Soc St 12
Computer
Art
Wrtg Wrkshp
Photography

Friday

Class 1

Health
Bus Mngt
Soc St 10

Town Meeting Town Mtg

Class 2

Class 2

9:30
10:15

Biology
Photography
Soc St 9
English 12 10:05-10:15
Town
Class 3

10:20

ll:oo

li:oo
11:40

Biology
Soc St 9
English 12

Class 3

Class 3

Class 3

Biology
Soc St 9
English 12

Earth Sci
Soc St 11
Env Sci

Seminar I
English 9

Earth Sci
Soc St 11
Env Sci

Earth Sci
Soc St 11
Env Sci

Earth Sci
Soc St 11
Env Sci

Class 4

Seminar II

Class 4

Class 4

Class 4

English 11
Math I
Math II

English 11
Math I
Math II

English 11 Seminar III
Math I
Soc St 13
Math II

ll:40

LUNCH
Class 5

12:20
1:10

Class 6
10:15-11:45

Biology
Soc St 9
English 12

Topics
English 10
Math III

LUNCH

All School
Workshop

Library
Sink
Cubby

Class 8

LUNCH

Class 5

All School
Workshop

Topics
English 10
Math III

Library
Sink
Cubby

Class 8

English 11
Math I
Math II

Class 5

Topics
English 10
Math III

Class 6

l: 15

2:00

Family
Group

Physical
Education

Family
Group
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Sem I/Eng 9
Seminar II
Seminar III
Soc St 13

Physical
Education

CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
FAMILY GROUP

Family Group is on© of the key components of the Cortland Alternative High

School. It is a small peer-counseling/support group that meets twice every
week. The groups are composed of one staff member and 6-10 students.
You are coming here to work on your own issues and to make needed
changes in your life. Family Group provides the time and structure to allow

you to focus on those issues and changes.
There is a specific curriculum that all Family Groups will cover during the

course of the year, in addition to each group’s individual topics and
concerns. Attendance is essential for group continuity and effectiveness.
Participation in Family Group is both expected and required!

You will earn 1/2 credit per year for the successful completion of Family
Group. To earn credit you must participate in ail activities and discussions
and may not miss more than 4 Family Group meetings in any cycle. To

graduate from CAHS you must earn Family Group credit for every year in
attendance.

I have read the above and understand/agree with it.

Student Signature

Date
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
FAMILY GROUP FOCUS

NAME:__________________________ DATE:_________________________

What changes are you trying to make in your life?

Describe the specific issues that you need to work on here:
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PORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
“WRITTEN-IN-STONE” EXPECTATIONS
rtland Alternative High School has few standing rules and regulations. This is in part due to the
lily atmosphere at this school and to the fact that everyone chooses to come here.

It is also due

student involvement in setting policy and because contracts are often written on an individual

sis.

sre are. however, two “rules” that are written-in-stone and which apply to everyone.

These

■s are meant to foster a safe and caring environment for everyone at Cortland Alternative High

100I.

No physical fighting of any nature (instigating, retaliating, defending) is allowed at any time
between members of the Cortland Alternative High School.
No alcohol or other drugs are allowed on campus at any time. In addition, no CAHS student
may come to school under the influence of alcohol or other drugs or use alcohol or other
drugs at any time during the school day.

consequence for breaking either of these 2 rules is immediate loss of the program.

ive read the above and understand/agree with it.

Student Signature

Date
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
LOCATION
i Cortland Alternative High School is very fortunate to be located on a college campus. This

ing provides an ideal opportunity for pursuing an education. In addition to getting a “taste" of
sge life, we also benefit from the use of numerous college resources.

i will be using the college library for research projects, several computer labs on campus for
nputer Class, and the gymnasium, swimming pool and ice-skating rink for Physical

cation. A campus dining hall offers an excellent lunch option for us.

s school is beginning its twelfth year here and the amount of resources available to us has grown
r the years . This is because students have appreciated this setting, behaved

iropriately and accepted the responsibility of making sure that these resources are

lable to future students.

are guests on this campus and the image we project on a daily basis will determine our future

tionship with the college. All students are expected to act appropriately and respectfully,
ther in our office/main room area and classroom settings or any other facility on campus,

jre to do so will hurt the school and jeopardize your position as a student here.

ive read the above and understand/agree with it.

Student’s Signature

Date
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY
The CAHS recognizes its obligation to promote an environment which encourages
men and women to meet as equals in all aspects of life. Only in such an environment
can education, the process by which men and women develop intellectually, socially
and morally, take place. Sexual harassment may seriously interfere with the
development of young men and women by undermining the dignity of individuals and
the concept of sexual equality. Sexual harassment can involve staff and students or
students and students. The CAHS condemns any form of sexual harassment.
Sexual harassment includes:

1. Sexist remarks or behavior such as verbal harassment or abuse, patting or
pinching, repeated brushing against the body.
2.

Subtle pressure for sexual activity, including inappropriate and offensive sexual
advances.

3.

Solicitation or coercion of sexual activity or other sex-linked behavior by the
implied or overt promise of rewards and/or preferential treatment.

4.

Solicitation or coercion of sexual activity by the implied or overt threat of
punishment.

Sexual harassment also includes gender harassment that is persistently intimidating,
hostile and derogatory. Obscene remarks directed at one sex or an individual in the
classroom or other campus situations, where such remarks cause a listener discomfort
or humiliation and interfere with his or her educational performance, will not be
tolerated.

I have read the above and understand/agree with it.

Signature_______________

Date
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
PEER HARASSMENT STATEMENT
The CAHS community is dedicated not only to learning but also to the development of
sensitive and responsible persons. Because the CAHS prepares individuals for
participation in an increasingly diverse world and its institutions, the climate of CAHS
must be one in which respect for and tolerance of cultural, ethnic and racial
differences, disabilities, religious preferences and sexual orientation are both
expected and demanded.
CAHS seeks to achieve these goals through educational programs and policies.
Harassment based on these differences is clearly in conflict with the general mission
of the CAHS and is strictly prohibited. In addition, some forms of harassment may
violate New York’s criminal statutes and, depending on the situation, may violate other
state and federal laws as well.

Peer harassment includes verbal, physical or written abuse directed toward an
individual or group on the basis of race, color, creed, national origin, disability,
religious preference or sexual orientation. This includes using remarks, language or
illustrations which offend a person based on his or her ethnic background, race,
religion, disability or sexual orientation. All are damaging. While some examples of
harassment such as physical and verbal assaults are easily identified, more frequent
and generalized instances such as blatant and subtle graffiti and insensitive use of
language including epithets and “humor" often go unacknowledged. All types of
harassment based on individual differences are unacceptable and will not be
tolerated.

I have read the above and understand/agree with it.

Signature__________________________________
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Date_____________________

CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENT CONTRACT
The decision to enroll in the Cortland Alternative High School is my choice. By
signing below, I am committing myself to the following:
1.

I realize that my high school education is my responsibility. I accept
responsibility for my education and I agree to be an active participant in
planning and implementing my personal and educational goals.

2.

I will attend school on a daily basis and earn a minimum of 3 academic credits
per year toward graduation.

3.

I will show respect for the other students, staff members, and other members of
the community with whom we are involved. This includes my commitment to
settle differences through discussion. I recognize that each student, including
myself, is a valued and integral member of the school community.

4.

I will show respect for the rights and property of others, including assisting in
maintaining the cleanliness of school facilities.

5.

I will take responsibility for my behavior including the acceptance of praise or
consequences.

6.

I will encourage, support and foster my peers' academic and personal growth.

7.

I will work with teachers, tutors and other students to foster my own academic
and personal development.

8.

I will willingly participate in Community Involvement and Career Exploration
and in all educational field trips.

9.

I will interact appropriately with the college population and behave in a manner
that will convey a positive image for our school.

10.

I will exhibit an attitude toward the school that will be beneficial to both the
school and the Cortland community.

11.

I will abide by the established standards and expectations of the Cortland
Alternative High School.

Student Signature

Date

Parent/Guardian Signature

CAHS Program Coordinator

School Guidance Signature
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
PARENT/GUARDIAN CONTRACT

understand the unique nature of the Cortland Alternative High School program. I agree to allow
nd encourage my son/daughter to participate. I understand that the school staff will be contacting

le from time to time to advise me of my child's progress. I agree to cooperate with the school staff
i helping my child to attain his/her personal and educational goals. I further realize that I am
elcome to contact school staff at any time regarding my child’s educational progress.

realize that my son/daughter is expected to participate in all school activities. In addition to daily

asses and family group meetings, these include Community Involvement and Career Exploration

rograms as well as extended field trips. These activities will take place locally throughout Cortland
ity and Cortland County, as well as trips to New York City and the Adirondacks.

or out of state trips or overnight experiences you will be sent a separate information packet

eluding a separate Permission Form.
hereby give

permission for my child, ___________________________________________ , to

articipate in Community Involvement and Career Exploration programs and attend the off-campus

otivities and field trips for the 1996-1997 school year.

Parent/Guardian Signature

Date
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
LUNCH POLICY
he Cortland Alternative High School has an open lunch policy whereby students may leave school
'ounds to eat or they may eat in the facilities available to them here. Any student leaving is
(sponsible for signing out with us on that day and is also responsible for courteous and
spropriate behavior off school grounds. This privilege will be revoked if abused,
lease check one of the following and sign your name in order to approve either of the situations.

____

I am fully aware of the Cortland Alternative High School open lunch policy and give my
son/daughter____________________________ permission to leave school grounds
during lunch.

____

I am fully aware of the Cortland Alternative High School open lunch policy and DO NOT
approve of my son/daughter__________________________ leaving school grounds
during lunch. I will discuss this with my child so that s/he is fully aware of my position and
realizes it is his/her responsibility to remain on campus.

Student’s Signature

Parent/Guardian Signature

DDITIONAL PERMISSION: Circle one or the other.

jive or do not give my permission for_____________________________________ to ride in a
shicle with another person to go to lunch off school grounds. I realize it is his/her responsibility to
;have in a mature manner or this privilege will be revoked. I release the Cortland Alternative High
;hool from all liability and responsibility involving the vehicle, driver and any occupants.

Parent/Guardian Signature

_____________________________________ _ am aware of the above conditions and will abide by
sse conditions as a student of the Cortland Alternative High School. I realize that I must be
sponsible for my behavior or I will lose the privilege of attending the Cortland Alternative High
:hool.

Student’s Signature

wised: 8/29/96
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
EMERGENCY INFORMATION AUTHORIZATION CARD
3 WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: I, the undersigned, being the parent, legal guardian or next-of-kin

Student Name

DOB

Address

sreby authorize any medical treatment for this student.
regard to such person, I submit the following information:
Allergies to foods, medication, etc.

(If yes, specify.)

Special medical problems (If yes, specify.)

Is this student now under medical care?_____ Yes

No

______

If so describe the nature of illness and treatment. ____________________________________

Does this student carry medication on person?
_____ Yes
If yes, state name of medication______________________

_____ No

Date of last Tetanus inoculation _______________________
Family Physician/Clinic___________________________________________________________
Office Address___________________________________________________________________

Office Phone (______ )___________
Insurance Company____________________________

jnature of Parent or Legal Guardian_____________

Policy #________________________
_________ Date______________

nt or type name of person signing_____________________________________________________
lationship of person signing_____________________________________

lephone (_____ )___________

Business Phone - Mother (_____ )_______________
Business Phone - Father (___ ■ )_______________

IERGENCY NAME(S) AND NUMBER(S) IF ABOVE NOT AVAILABLE
me_________________________________________
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Phone (_____ )_____________

CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENT INFORMATION

IOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:______________ DATE OF BIRTH:_____________ AGE________
I

I AM E: ________________________________________________________________________________
1

ADDRESS:______________________________________________________________________________
lELEPHONE:__________________________

ATHER/GUARDIAN:______________________________________ TELEPHONE:_______________

BDRESS: If different from yours_________________________________________________________

1OTHER/GUARDIAN:______________________________________ TELEPHONE:_______________
DDRESS: If different from yours________________________________________________________

URRENT GRADE:_____________________

ARENT/GUARDIAN APPROVAL:_____________________________________
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DATE:___________

CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES PERMISSION SLIP

I understand that the Cortland Alternative High School has
many off-campus activities scheduled throughout the year.
I give my son/daughter,__________________________
permission to attend any school-scheduled field trips and
s/he may ride on the bus or with a school staff driver.

PARENT’S SIGNATURE

DATE
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH
SCHOOL
I understand that my son/daughter, _____________________________

does not have any insurance protection through the Cortland Alternative
High School. I further understand that I am responsible for insurance

coverage for my child through my personal insurance and/or any additional
coverage obtained through the home school district.

Parent/Guardian Signature

Date
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENT DRIVING PERMIT

_______________________________ has requested permission to drive to the Cortland
Iternative High School for the academic school year of_______________for the purpose of

ear and make of car is_______________________

icense Plate Number_________________

river's License Number _______________

tudents are to drive directly to the Cortland Alternative High School and use driving privileges for
chool activities only! Students who drive are expected to arrive at school on time.

tudents will drive alone. Students will not drive other CAHS students in their vehicles without

rritten permission from both parents/guardians.

tudents can only park on city streets (get here early) or in the PER lot, “C Permit" section. There is
shuttle bus running from that lot up to Corey Union every 15 minutes. Students may not park in

ny of the spaces in the A Parking lot behind the school at any time!!

ERMISSION MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE THE STUDENT DRIVES.
HIS PRIVILEGE WILL BE REVOKED IF ALL OF THESE EXPECTATIONS ARE NOT
IET.

HOME SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

STUDENT

PROGRAM COORDINATOR

PARENT/GUARDIAN

UNCH

POLICY:

he Cortland Alternative High School has an open lunch policy. Students driving to lunch are on
leir own time and are personally responsible during this time for insurance coverage and the

afety of themselves and any passengers. Students are also expected to be back to the CAHS on

ne for classes or this privilege will be revoked
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CORTLAND ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
RIDING/DRIVING PERMISSION SLIP
ear Parent/Guardian,
tudents are now required to have written permission to drive other students to and from school or
ride with another student to and from school,

ease check one of the following, fill in names and sign below.

___

I give my son/daughter,___________________________________ , permission to drive

_____________________________ to and from Cortland Alternative High School.

___

I give my son/daughter,___________________________________ , permission to ride with

_____________________________ to and from Cortland Alternative High School.

PARENT/GUARDIAN SIGNATURE

DATE

lank you,

iren L. Clark, Program Coordinator

>rtland Alternative High School
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